Idea #1: Give me your feedback

Idea #2: Give me your feedback

Idea #3: Give me your feedback

Idea #4: Give me your feedback

Idea #5: Give me your feedback

Idea #6: Give me your feedback

this one is nice but the font is very bold.

this one looks off, the font is not the right font for I like this one a lot also.
this type of masthead.

this one is nice .

the font on the Brookings is too much it pulls too
much attention.

this one also is very nice for the newspaper, it has
great colors and titles.

I like the design of the text but I don't like how
the buoy blends with the water.

I quite like the cartoon style. I just think the stars
are a little much.

I don't really like the color of the text or buoy

I prefer the buoy on the other side but I
like the mismatching color for the text.

I quite like the text style for this but I think the
buoy needs to be in there otherwise it looks plain.

I don't particularly like this one because the text
style doesn't really fit and the light circle thing looks
a little weird. The one thing I do like is the motto
underneath.

this one is definetely 3rd best

I like this one so its 2nd best

This is my favorite its really nice

This one is really nice too

No.

No not at all dont do this.

this one looks nice but is kind of plain

this one is nice but is too thin so it does not look
as good as it could

this one is really dope and has more color so it makes it
pop more

i think this one is nice i looks cool

this one looks nice because the way the light looks

The letters and design are big and blocky; perfect The buoy is standout‐ish because of how skinny
for simplicity without attention being focused on the lines holding up the siren is. The stars in the
O's in Brookings don't make sense, especially
one aspect more than another.
when there is an open O in buoy. It's great for
grabbing the attention of children though.

The star is still distracting as there are no other letters
with stars. The buoy adds a nice color contrast between
the Navy blue and light colored water, making it a top
contender.

It looks sleek, modern, and professional;
however, if the newspaper or whatever
feels sloppy in structure or wording and
not as professional as the logo, it might
be a waste of a perfectly fine logo.

this one is my favorite i really like the font choice
and it makes it look more official n is appealing to
the eye
If the people like the Washington Post, they might
like this. It's not good or bad, but un‐originality
hinders this photo due to the signature
Washington Post font.

this one feels like it's missing something

the aesthetic is creative

I like the colorfulness

I like the design of the buoy on this
masthead

maybe add a little buoy on the Y

I like the motto it provides more context of what
the paper is

Feels way too bland.

Better!

Colourful!

Same problem as the first, feels too bland Reminds me of medieval times.

I like this one quite a bit, it has a good use of two This one seems a bit too "kid‐ish", more of a logo
different shades of blue and is a pretty basic and or design that you'd see on back to school
advertisements on TV or in stores.
clean design.

I like the use of colors in this image, although I prefer
the first one still as it's just more simple.

This one I also like a lot, it has a bit more
detail than the first one but keeps the
same color‐scheme and overall looks
quite smooth.

Personally, I'm not a fan of the font on the word
'Brookings', a lot of newspapers already use this
type of masthead, and it's a bit more difficult to
read, especially for people who may have Dyslexia.

Not a huge fan of the name, 'Brookings Buoy' seems
to slide off the tongue easier than 'The Bruins
Buoy". The light on top of the buoy stands out a bit
too much, and in my opinion ruins the simple logo.

pretty bland but i like the design overall

i dont like the font

this is the best one

the y stops a bit after the wave does and
its bugging me

the first font is bad

i like the lighting from the buoy

its good but it is also plain

the font is cool but i don't think it will draw
attention to people

i like it but to me it feels like the red on the buoy is
throwing everything off

in my opinion it is too plain

its cool but it just seems so typical to use the font
that's on the "brookings"

its cool but too plain

too basic

too childish

basic

basic

not bad

Nice! Clean

A little elementary

Nice but the additional colors are a little distracting.

Traditional

Great! Nice bold text, takes itself seriously but
not too seriously.

A little silly, might not appear to the most serious
of students. Kids might think the buoy looks like a
condom or something.

Good colors!

LOVE this! Holds the space well. Clean,
clear.
Good too.

For high school standards, this logo is fine as it
looks student‐ran. The buoy would benefit from
being a different color than Navy Blue; maybe along
the lines of The Bruins BUOY color if no other
shades of blue work, or maybe along the colors like
idea #3. But if there was a student‐ran newspaper
with blurbs of events going around, this would also
be a fine contender.

Good use of yellow!!

Too plain

A little too formal perhaps. A little too New York
Times.

basic
There is a reason I love this one but I can not
describe it.

Idea #7: Give me your feedback

Idea #8: Give me your feedback

Which Masthead do you like best?

What kind of articles would you
like to see in the newspaper?

This one is probably my favorite one, because it looks
very nice and also has the Bruins colors. Also is has a
catchy saying at the bottom.
I don't prefer this one. Something just seems off and
the outline on the light looks odd

This one looks nice it just looks plain, like its Idea number 7
missing something.

things that relate to our school
that can interest kids .

This one is my favorite with the water
design but it hides the text and buoy.

I like Idea #2 the best.

Mostly events that are going on
and what days clubs are and any
fundraising thats going on or
even what events are happening
around the school.

Its the same but huge so NO

This ones nice but maybe do the wording
like you did for the 1nd one then its 1st

the last one but needs fixes

idk

i think this one is cool but could use some more detail i like the detail in the waves and the outline i like number 5 the best it loos official and
of the words looks good too
the font is pleasing

a bunch of different things such
as school events and problems

The yellow bulb on the buoy is too big, and the dark
outline stands out as no other drawing or wording is
outlined. A darker yellow would be nice. This logo
does not work well with the blaring yellow bulb.

The graphic is great but the tides are
overwhelming compared to the rest of the
picture. The buoy is the simple navy blue
fill, but the buoy from idea #3 might work
well with this. This logo still needs work.

Facts about teachers, fun stuff in
Idea #6 is the best logo if the newspaper is
about keeping the students up‐to‐date about the class, event details; typical
events and school participation related stuff. school stuff.
Idea #4 would work well if the newspaper
was about the people around the school;
background behind some of the teachers of
top GPA students. #3 would be great if the
newspaper was just about everything in
general happening in the school.
But overall, Idea 4 is the most striking and
pleasing for modern designs. (There are great
designs, its just my choices fluctuate when
thinking about what the newspaper could be
about).

I like how everything fits on this masthead and the
motto below it

I think the waves should look a bit more
natural

7

Feels like a downgraded version of the last one

A bit too complicated for a newspaper, but either 2 or 6
cool nonetheless.

Similar thoughts to the previous one, although this
one has a better font. "Buoy" seems t be too
stretched though.

The quality of the waves does not match
the quality of the buoy and looks a bit
weird to me. The name is a bit better but I
still think that 'Brookings Buoy' is a better
choice.

how stretched the word 'buoy'is is weirding me out

i like how highly rendered the waves are
#3
but i feel like the buoy shouold be the focal
point, but thats not represented here

commentaries, humour, etc

a little too plain

I love the detail on this one

all kinds

boring

It's a bit of a tough decision, but I believe
masthead #4 is the best one. Overall it's
simple, has a nice, legible font, and the name
is easy to say. It might just be me but 'Bruins
Buoy' does not sound as good and doesn't
roll off the tongue as well, which are two
very important aspects of a masthead or logo
in general.

I love #8. I absolutely love the detail on the
waves and the outline of the letters.

I like it but I would make the "BUOY" a little #4 and #8
smaller and more visible
this is my fave
8
I love the filled in waves on this one.
#6 and #8.
Judy‐‐These look fabulous!

sports updates, school clubs,
academic achievement, statistics
of the schools growth, college
campus trips
Events / Student
accomplishments (like if they do
something to help the
school/community, not just
good grades) / Writing showcase
/ Drawing showcase
I'm not entirely sure what kind
of articles I'd like to see. it really
depends on what kind of
newspaper this is. If this is a
school newspaper then I'd
probably like to see more than
just articles, i.e. pushing CTE
electives out and pushing out
club. If club advertisements
were put through this
newspaper then it'd most likely
substantially increase the
amount of students wanting to
partake in clubs and after‐school
activities. If it's just a town
newspaper, like 'The Pilot', then
I wouldn't really have an opinion
on what I'd like to see in it.

DRAMA , TEA, NEWS, GOSSIP
Anything.

